IMPORTANT!

Depending upon the air cleaner used, a riser or spacer may be needed for adequate choke and throttle linkage clearance. Be sure to inspect linkages to ensure it moves freely and does not make contact or undesired choke operation may result. Demon offers an air cleaner designed for adequate choke linkage clearance, P/N 786004. If a different air cleaner is desired, a spacer or riser may be necessary. Many companies offer spacers. A few of the part numbers are outlined:

- Edelbrock air cleaner spacer P/N 8092
- Holley air cleaner spacer P/N 17-14
- Mr. Gasket air cleaner riser part number P/N 9341
- Mr. Gasket air cleaner adapter and riser kit P/N 6411G
- Spectre air cleaner adapter and riser P/N 4950
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